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COMPETITION ENERGY GOALS 
WHAT IS ZERO NET ENERGY? 
A zero net energy (ZNE) building project produces at least as much energy from renewable sources as it uses 
over the course of a year. At its most fundamental level, designing a ZNE building is a balancing act between 
energy consumption and production. Therefore, good ZNE designs start by reducing building loads as much as 
possible to lower the on-site renewable energy to required completely offset the remaining projected energy 
use. Entrants will need to demonstrate that their submitted design solutions have a reasonable expectation of 
approaching the ZNE goal. 

 
The details of a ZNE definition can be fleshed out in many ways. For this competition, 

• Energy is measured in “site” units. 

• All forms of energy used within the project boundary (most commonly electricity and natural gas) are 
offset. 

• Renewable resources are provided on the project site. Consumption cannot be offset with off-site 
renewables or renewable energy credits. 

• Only operational energy is included in the ZNE calculation. For example, embodied energy of building 
materials and transportation of people to and from the site are not included in the calculation. 

 
All buildings designed as part of the competition must be grid-tied. “Grid-tied” buildings maintain a connection 
to the electrical grid, which allows for the natural fluctuations of renewable energy production without the need 
for on-site energy storage. When insufficient energy is generated by on-site renewables to meet the demand 
from building loads, electricity is drawn from the grid; when on-site renewables generate a surplus of electricity, 
the surplus electricity is exported to the grid. 

 

 

TECHNICAL CHALLENGE ENERGY DEMAND TARGETS 
Energy Use Intensity (EUI) is a metric that is used to compare the energy consumption of buildings by 
accounting for Conditioned Floor Area (CFA). It is defined as annual energy consumption divided by 
conditioned floor area and is most commonly expressed in the units of kBtu/sf-yr. 

EUI = Annual Energy Consumption (kBtu) / CFA 

Participants should use a site EUI target of 24 kBtu/sf-yr as a starting point for the competition, before 
accounting for on-site generation. This is based on ZNE case study libraries in the Bay Area: 

 
 Modeled EUI Measured EUI ZNE Case Study 

Buildings1
 

Stevens Library at Sacred Heart Schools 27 16.9 Volume 1, p. 24 

West Berkeley Branch Library 17.5 23.1 Volume 2, p. 74 
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These buildings are both in CA Climate Zone 3, which is a very similar but slightly cooler climate than Hollister 
(CA Climate Zone 4). Full write ups of these case studies can be found in Volumes 1 & 2 of Zero Net Energy 
Case Study Buildings.1 

 

 
INTEGRATION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES 
Renewable generation is distinct from load reduction, and both are components of a successful zero net 
energy design. Solar photovoltaics (PV) are expected to be the primary source of renewable energy for this 
challenge. 

 
BUILDING ENERGY MODELING AND SIMULATION 
Participants are encouraged to use building energy modeling and simulation tools to optimize their designs to 
meet the EUI goal. For modeling to be a valuable part of the design process, the team must always ask “Do 
these results make sense?” and “What are the implications for the building design?”. More information about 
available simulation tools and resources are included in Energy Modeling Resources under Technical 
Resources. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1 Dean, Edward. 2014. Zero Net Energy Case Study Buildings, Volume 1. Available online at 
https://www.pge.com/pge_global/common/pdfs/save-energy-money/savings-programs/zero-net-energy-program/ZNE-Case-Study- 
Buildings-Vol1.pdf 
Dean, Edward. 2016. Zero Net Energy Case Study Buildings, Volume 2. Available online at 
https://www.pge.com/pge_global/common/pdfs/save-energy-money/savings-programs/zero-net-energy-program/ZNE-Case-Study- 
Buildings-Vol2.pdf 

https://architecture-at-zero-dev.squarespace.com/technical-resources/
https://architecture-at-zero-dev.squarespace.com/technical-resources/
https://www.pge.com/pge_global/common/pdfs/save-energy-money/savings-programs/zero-net-energy-program/ZNE-Case-Study-Buildings-Vol1.pdf
https://www.pge.com/pge_global/common/pdfs/save-energy-money/savings-programs/zero-net-energy-program/ZNE-Case-Study-Buildings-Vol1.pdf
https://www.pge.com/pge_global/common/pdfs/save-energy-money/savings-programs/zero-net-energy-program/ZNE-Case-Study-Buildings-Vol2.pdf
https://www.pge.com/pge_global/common/pdfs/save-energy-money/savings-programs/zero-net-energy-program/ZNE-Case-Study-Buildings-Vol2.pdf
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DESIGN DOCUMENTATION 
The design documentation allows entrants to present their work from both architectural and energy 
performance perspectives. 

 
REQUIRED DOCUMENTATION 
The following elements are required documentation on the submitted board. They are described below in more 
detail along with successful examples from past competitions and other sources. These are not meant to be 
prescriptive. 

 
1. Project Narrative 
2. Site Plan 
3. Floor Plans 
4. Perspective Drawing 
5. Illustrated Section 
6. Mechanical System Summary 
7. Annual End Use Summary Table 
8. Monthly End Use Energy Consumption Bar Chart 
9. Details of Renewable Energy Systems (if applicable) 

 
1. Project Narrative 
The narrative should clearly outline and summarize the project’s context and goals. This text should be a high- 
level summary. If you would like to include an extended project brief or explanations of assumptions and 
methodology, please include them in the supplementary documentation. This summary should not exceed 250 
words. 

 
2. Site Plan 
The site plan should indicate the parcel boundaries, location of the building, and size (kW) and placement of 
renewable energy sources. Highlight any energy efficiency strategies or systems shown. Include a north arrow, 
section marks (as needed), and scale. 

 

Source: “Fog Catcher” – Little; 2016 Competition 
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Source: “Nexus” – Dialog; 2016 Competition 

 

3. Floor Plans 
The floor plans should depict the interior conditions of the building and indicate the total conditioned floor area. 
If desired, indicate how the space is heated, ventilated, and cooled; how water is heated and delivered; and the 
design of the natural and electric lighting in the unit. 

Source: Zero Net Energy Case Study Buildings, Volume 2 (IBEW-NECA JATC Training Center) by Edward 
Dean 
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Source: Zero Net Energy Case Study Buildings, Volume 1 (Packard Foundation Headquarters) by Edward 
Dean 

 

4. Perspective Drawing 
The perspective drawing should convey the “big idea” of your design. 
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Source: “Energized Canopy” - Ecole Nationale Supérieure d'Architecture; 2016 Competition 
 

Source: “Piezein Circuit” – Modus Studio; 2016 Competition 

 

5. Illustrated Section 
The illustrated section should illustrate principles of passive design and envelope construction that would 
contribute to the building’s highly efficient performance. The section should call out daylighting strategies, 
natural ventilation, air flows, specific materials choices, etc. In addition, highlight the energy efficient aspects of 
the mechanical and lighting systems. 
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Source: “Breeze Block” - Cornell University; 2015 Competition 
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Source: “Conspicuous Consumption” - Weber Thompson; 2015 Competition 

 
 

6. Mechanical System Summary 
The summary should include the types of the main mechanical systems used by the building as well as how 
they were chosen. 

 

  
System Details 

 
Heating System 

 
Air source heat pump, 9 HSPF 

 

Cooling System 
High thermal mass with night flushing, 
automatically-operated windows and skylights, air 
source heat pump backup 

 

Ventilation System 
Automatically-operated windows and skylights, 
outdoor air from the air source heat pump 
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Lighting System 
Roof monitors, LEDs with daylight dimming, task 
lighting 

 

Domestic Hot Water System 
 

Heat pump water heater, 3 COP 

 
Renewable/Generation System 

 
40 kW (DC) PV on the roof 

 

7. Annual End Use Summary Table 
Fill in the table below to provide annual energy use and production broken down by major end uses. Write 1-2 
sentences about what you learned from this data. 

 
 

Calculated Site Energy Use 
(kBtu/sf- year) 

 
HVAC 

 

 

Lighting 
 

 

Appliances and Plug Loads 
 

 

Domestic Hot Water 
 

 

Gross EUI 
 

 
Renewable Production 

 

 
Net EUI 

 

 

 
8. Monthly End Use Energy Consumption Bar Chart 
Show the energy consumption by end use and production of the building on a monthly basis. Please use 
energy units consistent with the annual end use summary table. 
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Source: Zero Net Energy Case Study Buildings, Volume 1 (Packard Foundation Headquarters) by Edward 

Dean 
 

Source: Margaret Pigman 

 

9. Details of Renewable Energy Systems (if applicable) 
For designs that include sources of renewable energy other than solar and wind, provide detailed 
specifications: where the system will be located and how much area it will take up; an example of an existing 
installation of the system showing the same performance. 
This information does not have to be on the presentation board but must be included in the submission. 
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OPTIONAL DOCUMENTATION 
While it is not required, entrants may submit supplemental documentation to elaborate on their ZNE design 
and the process around it. Examples of some of the possibilities are shown below as inspiration; other 
elements may be included. 

 
ZNE Narrative 
Does your design reach ZNE performance? What are the major reasons why it does or does not? Describe 
your iterative energy design process. 

 

“While this building only offsets 70% of its energy consumption, the deep energy efficiency measures such as 
the high-performance envelope, geothermal heating and cooling, and solar hot water reduce the EUI by 50% 
compared to a typical multifamily building. In order to maximize the outdoor space available to occupants, the 
building footprint was reduced, and the roof area cannot accommodate the PV required to offset 100% of the 
building consumption.” 
Source: Margaret Pigman 

 
 

Source: “Chimera” - Tom Tang; 2011 Competition 
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Source: Zero Net Energy Case Study Buildings, Volume 2 (Speculative Office Building at 435 Indio Way) by 
Edward Dean 

 
Performance Characteristics Table 
A table, like the example below, can quickly and clearly show the performance-related characteristics of a 
building and demonstrate how the ZNE goal is being met. 

 

 
 

Example 1 Example 2 

Modeling Software OpenStudio 2.8 eQuest 3.64, SketchUp 

Building Envelope 
  

Wall R-value R-21 R-30 

Window to Wall Ratio 80% 40% 

Window U-value, SHGC 0.22, 0.2 0.3, 0.25 

Roof R-value R-42 R-30 

Space Conditioning 
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Heating System Type Condensing boiler Ground source heat pump 

Heating System Efficiency 0.96 EF 4.2 COP 

Cooling System Type Natural ventilation Ground source heat pump 

Cooling System Efficiency N/A 4.2 COP 

Ventilation Strategy Natural ventilation ERV 

Water Heating 
  

Water Heating System Type  
Solar thermal, condensing 
boiler 

Heat pump water heater 

Water Heating System Efficiency boiler 0.96 EF 3.2 COP 

Domestic Hot Water Demand 
(gal/person/day) 

15 20 

Lighting, Appliances, and Plug 
Loads 

  

Lighting Type LEDs LEDs 

Lighting Power Density (W/sf) 0.7 1 

Lighting Controls occupancy sensors daylight dimming 

 
Appliance and Plug Load Power 
Density (W/sf) 

0.7 0.8 

Plug Load Controls none smart power strips 

Renewables 
  

Renewable System Type PV  
PV, micro vertical axis wind 
turbines 

Renewable Capacity (kW) 6,000 kW 4,000 kW PV; 1,000 kW 
wind 
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Annotated Diagram of HVAC System 
A diagram depicting the major components of the HVAC system or systems serving spaces can be at the unit 
or building level. 
The following diagrams are examples from entries from sources not connected to this competition and are 
meant to be for reference only. 

Source: Integral Group, taken from Zero Net Energy Case Study Buildings (Packard Foundation Headquarters) 

by Edward Dean 
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Source: “Zero Emission” - BAR Architects; 2015 Competition 
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Source: Zero Net Energy Case Study Buildings, Volume 2 (West Berkeley Library) by Edward Dean 

 
 

Occupant Behavior 
Ultimately, it is the behavior of the occupants that determines a building’s energy consumption. How does the 
design account for and influence occupant behavior? 

 
“Recognizing that Generation Z lives online and smart phones and other devices that enable it are ubiquitous, 
energy information feedback would include an app that provides: 
How an individual resident’s apartment and end uses use energy, including near-real time, historical usage, 
and usage relative to net zero “budget” that is weather-normalized. Residents would be able to view 
(anonymously) their own apartment’s normalized energy usage within their “neighborhood” as a benchmark to 
privately see how they are performing compared to their neighbors. 
How the individual’s “neighborhood” within the building is using energy, again considering near-real time, 
historical usage, and relative to net zero “budget.” Competition between floors is encouraged by clearly 
identifying the high-performing floors within the building. 
How each building is using energy at any given time. Residents would again be able to view each building’s 
normalized energy usage relative to the net zero budget. Competition between buildings can be encouraged by 
identifying the high-performing building(s) within the project. 
Renewable energy production would be displayed in real time, as well as over the last week, month, and prior 
12 month period. 
Residents may optionally configure the app to “push” energy alerts to them to them when they are wasting 
energy relative to their budget, or they achieve exemplary performance relative to the budget and benchmarks. 
A key aspect to encourage competition and drive occupancy behavior to better efficiency, is to publicly display 
performance levels in addition to the smart phone app for the individual. 
Between “neighborhoods” (floors within the building), a visual display on centrally located walkways in the open 
courts will indicate the top three efficiency leaders. Similarly, between the three apartment buildings within the 
project, a portion of the exterior of the building will identify the highest performing building (relative to the zero- 
energy budget) to the broader campus through colored LED lighting.” 
Source: “Conspicuous Consumption” - Weber Thompson; 2015 Competition 

 

“As building’s set lower resource use goals and employ active strategies to achieve those goals the role of 
occupants is critical. There is an opportunity to address how high-performance buildings affect occupants 
(comfort) and how occupants can in-turn affect building performance (engagement). Occupant is defined as 
anyone inhabiting a building full or part time, visitors and maintenance staff. People are now a vital building 
“system”. The following strategies are market-ready solutions to affect occupant-controlled energy use and 
behavior 
Sustainable Practices Guidebook: Each unit has a manual with best practices graphically illustrated 

Operable Windows: occupants instructed with red light / green light signal next to panel 
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Smart Thermostat / Monitoring: Programmable thermostats with continuous energy use dashboard 
Instructional Signage: Common spaces have educational signage installed throughout 

Site Planning: Bike parking is located adjacent to and within proximity of external stairs. The intent is to 
encourage use of stairs over elevators as there is a load demand from multiple elevator cores within the 
project.” 
Source: “Breeze Block” - Cornell University; 2015 Competition 

 

Source: “Conspicuous Consumption” - Weber Thompson; 2015 Competition 
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Shading Studies 
Shading studies at both the site and facade levels can help maintain access to and freedom from direct sun 
under different conditions. Please include a couple of sentences about what the studies show. 

Source: “Catalyst SF” - Booth Hansen; 2013 Competition 
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Source: “Conspicuous Consumption” - Weber Thompson; 2015 Competition 
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Source: “Silver Streak” - Loisos + Ubbelohde; 2012 Competition 
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Wall Section 

 

Source: “Estuary” - Mithun; 2015 Competition 
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Source: “Catalyst SF” - Booth Hansen; 2013 Competition 

 
Climate Analysis 
How does the particular climate of the site inform the building design? 
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Source: “Silver Streak” - Loisos + Ubbelohde; 2012 Competition 
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Source: “Homeostasis” - Wei Yan, Edward Clark; 2012 Competition 


